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IAA 40th Annual Conference & Trade Show
Even Hotel Chicago & Tinley Park Convention Center

November 15 & 16
We are excited for this year’s IAA Annual Conference, Trade Show & Job Fair! We have an 

outstanding lineup of speakers from all over and we’re committed to creating an event 
experience where our attendees, speakers, and exhibitors can safely and effectively conduct 
business and provide quality learning and networking opportunities. IAA’s COVID Plan is in 

accordance with state, local and Illinois Convention Center requirements. We’re actively 
monitoring and adapting these plans so that we are doing our part to keep you a safe and 

enjoyable learning environment. 

IAA Annual Conference & Trade Show
Advanced Training - Monday Sessions - November 14, 2022

Monday Sessions are In-Person

Dr Stephanie Adams – Diagnosis & Management Domain: Practical Plant Diagnostics

Practical Plant Diagnostics - Dr. Stephanie Adams, The Morton Arboretum

Description: Attendees of the Practical Plant Diagnostics workshop will come away with a better 
understanding of how to identify symptoms and signs associated with diseases, insect pests, and abiotic 
factors. The workshop will include hands-on learning using fresh and preserved specimens. At the end of 
the workshop, you will have a workbook that can be used as reference material in the future.

Aaron Schulz – Diagnosis & Management Domain: Abiotic Problems

Abiotic Problems -“this class will have an outdoor field diagnosis, weather and time permitting” - Aaron 
Schulz, Oak Bros Tree Care

Description: This IAA Training Course will provide an in-depth study of common abiotic stresses on trees 
and woody plants. We will discuss specific abiotic disorders associated with environmental conditions, 
nutrient deficiencies, chemical injury, animal and mechanical damage along with various other stresses 
people inflict on plants. We will also cover diagnostic skills needed to recognize these stresses and suggest 
remedies to correct, minimize or prevent these problems. We will discuss the importance of laboratory 
analysis of soil, water and tissue samples in properly diagnosing plant problems. We will focus on the types 
of stresses that predispose trees to decline. Materials will be covered through PowerPoint slides and field 
demonstrations. A 20-question multiple choice quiz will be given at the end of class. Recommended 
Reading Abiotic Disorders of Landscape Plants, A Diagnostic Guide, Lawrence R. Costello. Edward J. Perry, 
Nelda P. Matheny, J. Michael Henry, Pamela M. Geisel, 2003. 
Upon completion of the Abiotic Problems module, each participant will gain knowledge of the following:
• A better understanding of common abiotic stresses on woody plants 
• The ability to differentiate between abiotic, biotic and look-a-like disorders
• Skills essential to the diagnostic and decision-making process 
• A better understanding of tools to aid the arborist while diagnosing plant problems.

IAA Annual Conference & Trade Show
Tuesday November 15, 2022

General Sessions - Streamed Live

Breeding for EAB Resistance in Ash - Rachel Kappler, Holden Forests & Gardens

Description: EAB threatens the survival of ash trees in the U.S. where it’s been an important hardwood for 
riparian and wetland forests, soil conservation and urban green spaces. Lingering ash trees that’ve 
maintained healthy canopies for two years after other large ash had died were identified in forests long 
infested by EAB. EAB egg bioassay experiments confirmed these trees have an increased level of 
resistance due to defense responses. Population models predict that tree reintroduction is important for 
species persistence. This presentation discusses these findings and how it relates to tree-improvement 
programs that could be successful in producing EAB resistant seed.

Time: 8:00am - 4:00pm
CEU’s Available: 7

This session 
sponsored by 

Time: 8:00am - 2:00pm 
CEU’s Available: 5

8:00am - 8:45am
CEU’s Available: .75



TREE Fund Update, New Board Member Announcement, Awards, & Presentations from Vendors

Using Exotic Parasitoids for EAB Management – Stephen Krecik, APHIS

Description: Following the discovery of Emerald Ash Borer (EAB) in Michigan 2002 and its subsequent 
spread to surrounding states and provinces, EAB has threatened American forests.  In 2021, APHIS 
deregulated EAB-related products, and changed strategy from containment through quarantine to 
management via classical biological control. Biocontrol programs have primarily focused on the 
introduction and release of four exotic parasitoid species from northeast Asia, where EAB originates.  This 
discussion presents an overview of the current knowledge about EAB parasitoids, and the methods used to 
release and monitor progress of their use in EAB biocontrol activities.

8:45am - 9:15am

9:15am - 10:00am
CEU’s Available: .75

10:00am – 10:30am

10:30am – 12:00pm
CEU’s Available: 1.5

Break with Exhibitors – Sponsored by 

Gloom and Doom Part 1: Disease Update - Diane Plewa, U of I Plant Clinic

Description: Diane Plewa talks about trends in disease issues found on trees and woody ornamentals 
submitted to the University of Illinois Plant Clinic over the past few years. Her presentation includes 
common diseases and updates to invasive threats.

Lunch with Exhibitors – Sponsored by 

Municipal Sessions

12:00pm-1:00pm

Tree Conflicts: Infrastructure Repair and Replacement - Joe McCarthy, City of Chicago, Bureau of Forestry

Description: The replacement of aging infrastructure and installation of new infrastructure regularly and 
increasingly conflicts with street trees. Urban Foresters cannot solely be reactive to plans by removing and 
replacing impacted trees and specifying protection methods to minimize impact on the rest. Foresters 
must be included early in the design and must be knowledgeable on standards and regulations governing 
the design to best influence changes that would mitigate impacts on trees. As proposed changes can 
challenge the status quo and deviate to such a degree that Agencies may resist, Foresters may need to 
engage the public to advocate for agreeable solutions.

"Developing a Tree Risk Management Plan for Your Community” - Grant Jones, Village of Oak Park 

Description: Often we hear that our communities need a tree risk management plan but what does one 
look like. Grant shares plans he helped create for a small community in Ohio and a mid-sized suburban 
community in Illinois. Those attending will learn the components of both plans, considerations made 
during their creation, how the plans were implemented, and lessons learned during their use. These 
experiences will be beneficial for other communities as they consider developing their own tree risk 
management plans.

Break with Exhibitors - Sponsored by 

Data Based Decision Making - Joe Hansen, Village of Wilmette

Description: Long gone are the days of responding to immediate issues and plugging in the holes 
afterwards. We now live in a data driven world where corporations and countries are collecting immense 
amounts of data and sifting through it after to find the potential importance in it all. Land managers and 
urban forest practitioners are no different except we know why we want the data; we just don’t always 
know how to use it. In this presentation we will discuss some examples of data collection methods, types 
of data and ways to use that data to create the architecture for your decision making.

Arbor Aesthetics: Starting Your Own Company - Jeff & Amy Grewe, Arbor Aesthetics Tree Service

Description: Jeff and Amy will share relatable stories of workplace culture frustrations and failures along 
with real-world solutions to take back to your organization. You'll be encouraged and inspired to embark 
on a personal growth and leadership journey, as they have, to develop the skills necessary to attract and 
keep the right people for your organization.

1:00pm - 2:00pm
CEU’s Available: 1

2:00pm - 2:45pm
CEU’s Available: .75

2:45pm - 3:15pm

3:15pm - 4:00pm
CEU’s Available: .75

1:00pm - 2:00pm
CEU’s Available: 1

2:00pm - 2:45pm
CEU’s Available: .75

Commercial Sessions – Streamed Live

Heroic Leadership - John D. Hanson

Description: Engaged Leadership is needed in every industry, especially today. Engaged teams are more 
productive, have higher retention and possess stronger morale. But what is Leadership? There is a mind-
numbing quantity of ideas out there on this important topic. John has a unique take on what it is, along 
with 40 proven strategies to Engage & Empower your team to achieve more.



Break with Exhibitors - Sponsored by 

Panel: Utilizing Technology in Business and Handling the Change Heather Dirksen, SingleOps; Josh Guin, 
Oak Bros Tree Care & Removal LLC; Jeff Grewe, Arbor Aesthetics

Description: Join us for a panel discussion where business owners discuss the technology they use in their 
businesses to make their team and delivery of service more efficient and consistent. Predetermined 
questions will focus the panelists on a variety of topics including strategic implementation, production, 
return on investment and growth. Come and leverage the wisdom of these pioneers in the industry and 
interact with the panel in discussion!

2:45pm - 3:15pm

3:15pm – 4:00pm
CEU’s Available: .75

Utility Sessions
Drones and Herbicide Application – Leah Morris, Davey Resource Group

Description: Drones are a tool with unlimited potential for uses in many fields, this is especially the case in 
Utility Forestry. Join us in learning how this remote tool can help improve accuracy & efficiency, decrease 
cost and increase safety in the field. We will be showing different use cases for drones:  visual and 
multispectral inspections for identification of hazard trees/encroachments of vegetation growing near lines, 
thermal inspections of utility equipment, and the use of spraying/seeding drones in vegetation 
management on Utility Right-of-Ways.

Goats and Vegetation Management – Kelvin Limbrick, ComEd

Description: Goats in the R.O.W: The first known utility goat program in the Midwest. A presentation on 
why we use them, overview of operations, successes and challenges, media opportunities, and cute 
pictures of the goats! 

Break with Exhibitors – Sponsored by 

This session is being covered at the Joseph Kramer Demonstration Tree

TREE Fund Raffle
Come have a few drinks, network with the exhibitors and stay for the raffle! Bring some extra cash as raffle 
tickets will be sold throughout the day on Tuesday. All proceeds will go to support the TREE Fund.
The Tree Research and Education Endowment Fund (TREE Fund) is shaping the future of trees and the 
arboriculture profession. The TREE Fund provides research grants, scholarships and educational programs 
to advance knowledge in the field of arboriculture and urban forestry. With this knowledge, arborists and 
citizens will be better equipped to ensure that healthy, mature trees remain an integral part of the urban 
and suburban communities of our future.

IAA Annual Conference & Trade Show
Wednesday, November 16, 2022

General Sessions – Streamed Live

“Say Goodbye to “We’ve Always Done It This Way” - Heather Dirksen, SingleOps

Description: Change is not easy. For you, your customers, or your team. However, when done right -
everyone can walk away a winner. Heather Dirksen, VP of Operations at SingleOps, is no stranger to 
change. Heather will share some of her biggest lessons learned while implementing new technology and 
processes in green industry organizations ranging from 1M-60M in annual revenue. This session 
will provide valuable insight to business leaders as they contemplate how to take their company and team 
to the next level.

1:00pm – 2:00pm
CEU’s Available: 1

2:00pm – 2:45pm
CEU’s Available: .75

2:45pm - 3:15pm

3:15pm - 4:00pm
CEU’s: Available: .75

4:00pm- 6:00pm

8:00pam - 9:00am
CEU’s Available: 1

9:00pam - 10:00am
CEU’s Available: 1

10:00pam - 10:30am

Improving Schoolyard Air Quality with Vegetative Barriers - Michelle N Catania, The Morton Arboretum

Description: Poor air quality is a leading cause of diminished health for half the world’s population, 
especially in urban settings along major transportation corridors. The Morton Arboretum and Chicago 
Region Trees Initiative, based in Chicago, Illinois, USA, along with the United States Environmental 
Protection Agency and Environmental Law and Policy Center, have been working together to develop a 
program and toolkit for the installation of vegetative buffers along school properties within 500 feet (152 
m) of highways. Our focus is on improving the health and wellbeing of communities that have experienced 
historic environmental injustices while promoting the benefits of trees. We developed a toolkit designed to 
take a community group step-by-step through the process of planning, creating, and caring for a 
vegetation barrier as part of their school's science curriculum.

Break with Exhibitors - Sponsored by 



10:30am - 11:15am
CEU’s Available: .75

11:15am - 12:00pm
CEU’s Available: .75

12:00pm – 1:00pm

1:00pm – 2:00pm
CEU’s Available: 1

2:00pm - 3:00pm
CEU’s Available: 1

1:00pm - 2:00pm
CEU’s Available: 1

2:00pm - 3:00pm
CEU’s Available: 1

1:00pm – 3:00pm
CEU’s Available: 2

Oak Decline Update - Dr. Stephanie Adams, The Morton Arboretum

Description: Oak Decline has been associated with environmental factors, but findings from a preliminary 
2021 survey have found that disease-causing organisms (pathogens) and secondary insect pests are also 
associated with declining trees. Stephanie Adams will explain how the changing environment has 
impacted how hosts and pathogens interact and how and when secondary pests and diseases invade 
stressed trees. She will also explain current treatment trials that are underway.

Gloom and Doom Part 2: There is Hope- Options for Managing Insect and Mite Pests Affecting Our 
Woody Plants - Dr. Fredric Miller - Joliet Junior College

Description: Our woody plants face many challenges and pest problems. In this session, we will discuss 
research on the feeding preference of assorted leaf-feeding insects for assorted woody plant taxa, and 
suggestions of possible plant selections for replanting and diversification of our urban forest and 
landscapes. We will include an update on post EAB management for existing ash tree populations, and a 
review of some of the more persistent and prominent insect and mite pests. The session will conclude 
with an update on the status of invasives including the spotted lanternfly, viburnum leaf beetle, and elm 
zigzag sawfly.

Lunch with Exhibitors – Sponsored by 

Municipal Sessions – Streamed Live

Urban Forestry Consulting-Software Development - E. Schulte, PlanIT Geo

Description: Tree canopy assessments have a lot to offer. They allow cities and nonprofits to take a data-
driven approach to setting goals, prioritizing planting, responding to storms, and improving tree equity 
and public health. Historically, tree canopy assessments involved a lengthy and difficult-to-budget process, 
but technical advances are significantly reducing the processing time and overall cost. More communities 
can now access tree canopy data and can afford to update that data more frequently. This presentation 
will explain the tree canopy analysis process and share examples of how communities are taking advantage 
of accessible tree canopy data.

Small, But Mighty Storyline About U.F. - Village of Berwyn: Frank Calvello-City Arborist, Alfredo Vargas-
Certified Arborist Trim Crew Leader, Sandy Feijt - Executive Director of Berwyn Park District

Description: The Village of Berwyn employees will be speaking on the importance of cooperative between 
entities and public relations.

Commercial Sessions 

Impact of Water on Treatment Performance – Can the Water Source Really Make Such a Drastic 
Difference? - Lee Fredericks, Rainbow Ecoscience

Description: Effective pesticide applications require attention to factors that influence product 
performance: product selection, label instructions, equipment calibration, and application timing. 
Applicators also learn about product performance from trial and error and from industry and university 
recommendations. Experience and education allow applicators to see what happens to control programs 
when rates are changed, products are compared, and various application techniques are attempted. 
However, one factor that doesn’t get much attention is the quality of the water used to spray the product, 
this talk will present details and strategies on how to account for water quality.

Utility Sessions

These sessions are being covered at the Joseph Kramer Demonstration Tree

Compact Tracked Lift Setup, Use and Maintenance- Dave Webb, Wellbuilt Equipment

Description: During this talk attendees will gain a fundamental understanding of the basic use of compact 
tracked lifts. Including how to perform a pre-operation inspection, a function test, how to properly setup a 
machine and what surfaces the machine can safely be set up on. We will also cover safe use while in the 
platform, and guidelines for workers who are working around the machines. As time allows with questions, 
we will also cover maintenance and cleaning practices for equipment. 



1:00pm – 2:00pm
CEU’s Available: 1

2:00pm – 3:00pm
CEU’s Available: 1

8:40am – 10:00am

10:00am – 10:30am

10:30am – 11:50am

11:50am – 1:00pm

1:00pm – 2:45pm

2:45pm – 3:15pm

3:15pm – 4:00pm 

IFA Sessions - "Natural Resource Conservation in the Urban Interface” 

Natural Resources Within an Urban Matrix - Chris Evans, University of Illinois

Description: Natural ecosystems such as forests, prairies, and wetlands often occur within an urban or 
residential matrix. This presents a unique set of challenges to management. Natural areas tend to be 
smaller and more fragmented, leading to increased pressure from invasive species, smaller population 
sizes, and reduced connectivity to other suitable habitats. Some management practices, such as 
prescribed fire, are difficult to implement. This presentation will cover the challenges, practices, and 
adaptations needed to manage natural areas in the urban interface.

Managing Landscapes for People and Wildlife - Kim Rivera, Lincoln Park Zoo

Description: Our planet is rapidly urbanizing, leading to increased spatial overlap between humans and 
wildlife. Although urban landscapes are often considered ‘human spaces’, we can manage urban 
landscapes with wildlife in mind. By studying urban wildlife ecology, behavior, and interactions with 
humans, we can design urban communities to support both wildlife and people 

IAA Annual Conference & Trade Show

Tuesday Spanish Sessions – Eduardo Medina, Davey Tree Expert Co

Pruning Techniques - Técnicas de poda

Break with Exhibitors – Sponsored by 

Forces in Rigging - Fuerzas en el cordaje-

Lunch with Exhibitors – Sponsored by 

The Ceiba - The Sacred Tree of the Mayans (YAAX –CHE )La ceiba el árbol sagrado de los Mayas (YAAX -
CHE) 

Break with Exhibitors – Sponsored by 

Session being held at the Joseph Kramer Demonstration Tree

Tuesday November 15th, 2022 – Joseph Kramer Demonstration Tree
Brandon Dobnick, Beau Nagan, Phil Prohaska

Throwline-throwing, Manipulating and Setting/ MRS Friction Savers

Break with Exhibitors – Sponsored by 

Canopy Anchors for SRS and Transferring to MRS

Base Anchors Systems for SRS

Break with Exhibitors – Sponsored by 

Rigging From A Different Angle - Cordaje de diferente ángulo

8:40am – 10:00am

10:00am – 10:30am

10:30am – 11:15am

11:15am – 11:50pm
11:50pm – 1:00pm

1:00pm – 2:00pm

2:00pm – 2:45pm

2:45pm – 3:15pm
3:15pm – 4:00pm

Mechanical Climbing Devices Overview

Lunch with Exhibitors – Sponsored by 

Redirects for MRS and SRS

Wednesday November 16th, 2022 – Joseph Kramer Demonstration Tree
Brandon Dobnick, Beau Nagan, Phil Prohaska

Spar Work Positioning and Effective Cuts to Minimize Risk Around Utilities 

Break with Exhibitors – Sponsored by 

Tips and Tricks in Rigging and Climbing While Not One Handing Saws

Lunch with Exhibitors – Sponsored by 

Rigging Down the Tree

8:00am – 10:00am

10:00am – 10:30am

10:30am - 12:00pm

12:00pm – 1:00pm

1:30pm – 3:00pm



THANK YOU TO ALL OF OUR 2022 SPONSORS!

Full Conference Sponsors

One Day Conference Sponsor

Demo Tree Sponsor

Lunch Sponsor

Cookie Break Sponsors

Career Fair Sponsor

Conference Notebook (or similar TBA)

Monday Session Sponsor




